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Disulfide bonds are present in ⬃10% of all proteins and,
together with peptide bonds, they virtually represent their only
covalent intramolecular interaction (1). Disulfide bonds have
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long been known to influence the thermodynamic stability of
proteins (2), on one hand reducing the entropy of the
unfolded state (3), and on the other hand enthalpically stabilizing the folded form (4). Which of these effects dominates seems to vary from case to case (2, 5, 6). More recently,
regulatory roles for protein disulfides have also been invoked
(7). In the case of proteins that bear mechanical loads in
physiological conditions, the influence of disulfide bonds in
the modulation of the mechanical stability has not been
addressed systematically.
Contrary to thermodynamic stability, defined as the free
energy difference between the folded and unfolded states,
⌬GNU, mechanical stability is kinetically controlled and hence
related to the free energy barrier that must be overcome by a
pulling force, ⌬GN‡(F), and the distance to the transition state,
⌬xN‡(F) (8). Overcoming this barrier in the presence of disulfide
bonds that sequester amino acid residues requires higher
forces, and for this reason disulfides are often seen as mechanical lockers (9). But additional factors may also contribute to the
net effect in the mechanical stability. Computational studies
have highlighted the importance of the disulfide bond geometry (10). Single-molecule experiments and computer simulations have demonstrated that a mechanical load may affect
the redox state of disulfides (11–16). The applied forces can
make disulfide bonds accessible for solvents (17) and oxidoreductase enzymes involved in the control of the redox
state (18, 19). This mechanochemical regulation is biologically crucial for several cellular processes, some of them
related with diseases such as heart aging or failing (20) or
HIV viral attachment (21).
In this work we study the effects of disulfides in the overall
mechanical stability of proteins, focusing on two immunoglobulin-like domains. Our first case study is a self-complemented
form of the bacterial pilus FimG protein, with well conserved
disulfide forming cysteines (22, 23). Our second example is a
mutant of the I91 (formerly termed I27) human cardiac titin
polyprotein (I91G32C/A75C), which has its engineered Cys residues far in sequence, but close enough in structure to spontaneously form disulfide bonds (9). We measure their mechanical
properties using single-molecule force spectroscopy (smFS)6 in
the constant speed mode (24 –27) using reducing and oxidative
6

The abbreviations used are: smFS, single-molecule force spectroscopy; pN,
piconewton.
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Disulfide bonds play a crucial role in proteins, modulating
their stability and constraining their conformational dynamics.
A particularly important case is that of proteins that need to
withstand forces arising from their normal biological function
and that are often disulfide bonded. However, the influence of
disulfides on the overall mechanical stability of proteins is
poorly understood. Here, we used single-molecule force spectroscopy (smFS) to study the role of disulfide bonds in different
mechanical proteins in terms of their unfolding forces. For this
purpose, we chose the pilus protein FimG from Gram-negative
bacteria and a disulfide-bonded variant of the I91 human cardiac titin polyprotein. Our results show that disulfide bonds can
alter the mechanical stability of proteins in different ways
depending on the properties of the system. Specifically, disulfide-bonded FimG undergoes a 30% increase in its mechanical
stability compared with its reduced counterpart, whereas the
unfolding force of I91 domains experiences a decrease of 15%
relative to the WT form. Using a coarse-grained simulation
model, we rationalized that the increase in mechanical stability
of FimG is due to a shift in the mechanical unfolding pathway.
The simple topology-based explanation suggests a neutral effect
in the case of titin. In summary, our results indicate that disulfide bonds in proteins act in a context-dependent manner rather
than simply as mechanical lockers, underscoring the importance of considering disulfide bonds both computationally and
experimentally when studying the mechanical properties of
proteins.

Influence of disulfide bonds on mechanical stability

Figure 1. Single molecule pulling experiments on polyprotein constructs. A, schematic illustration of a smFS experiment with the(I91G32C/A75C)8
polyprotein. The Ig domains unfold due to the mechanical force applied
between the gold substrate and the cantilever (not to scale). B, typical FimG
and (I91G32C/A75C)8 construct experimental force-extension traces for their
oxidized and reduced states. The contour lengths of oxidized and reduced
domains are shown in red and blue, respectively. In all the traces the last
peak corresponds to the detachment of the protein from the cantilever or
surface.

conditions that enhance the presence of the corresponding
forms of each protein. We interpret the experimental results
using a well established coarse-grained simulation model (28 –
32). We find that disulfide bonds in proteins act in a contextdependent manner rather than just behaving as mechanical
lockers. When the disulfide bond compromises the unfolding
pathway, transitions will necessarily induce a change in forced
unfolding pathways. However, in the absence of such hard
constraint the mechanical stability of proteins may remain
unchanged and even decrease.

Results
Constant speed pulling experiments
In the smFS experiments we report, a gold substrate with the
polyprotein attached moves away from the cantilever and sensor induced by a piezo-electric actuator (see Fig. 1A and “Experimental procedures”). Protein unfolding results in a trace with a
sawtooth pattern, where each of the peaks corresponds to the
unfolding of a single domain (Fig. 1B). For FimG, the protein is
flanked with four I91 domains that unfold first and are used as a
molecular fingerprint. In the case of the I91G32C/A75C chimera,
an ideal sawtooth pattern is composed of eight individual peaks.

From fits to the worm-like chain model to the data we extract
characteristic contour lengths, and from the maximum of the
individual sawtooth peaks we obtain the unfolding forces for
both FimG and the titin Ig domain. When these domains are
disulfide bonded we measure a shorter contour length as corresponds to the sequestered region of the protein sequence (see
Fig. 1B).
Disulfide bonds increase the mechanical stability of FimG
In Fig. 2 we show scatter plots of the unfolding forces and
contour lengths for FimG, and histograms of the forces and
extensions to highlight observed differences between oxidized
and reduced domains. The scatter plot of extension versus
unfolding force shows two populations at high (52 ⫾ 1 nm) and
low (40 ⫾ 2 nm) contour lengths, corresponding to the reduced
and oxidized forms of the protein, respectively. These values
compare well with the expectation of 54 nm for the reduced
form of the protein and 39 nm for the oxidized domain (see
supplemental Table S1 for details). When FimG is disulfidebonded its mechanical stability raises drastically, up to 440 ⫾
36 pN, whereas the reduced state has an average unfolding
force of 339 ⫾ 27 pN. This represents an increment in the
mechanical stability of 101 pN (⬃30%) for the oxidized
domains.
Decrease in the mechanical stability of titin upon disulfide
bond formation
In the case of the I91G32C/A75C titin domain (Fig. 3A), the
oxidized form displays an average extension of 12 ⫾ 1 nm
(mean ⫾ S.D.) and an unfolding force of 176 ⫾ 32 pN
(mean ⫾ S.D.), whereas the reduced form of the protein has
an average contour length of 29 ⫾ 1 nm and a mechanical
stability of 191 ⫾ 31 pN. The contour lengths are in good
agreement with previously reported values (see details in
supplemental Table S1). With respect to the forces, on averJ. Biol. Chem. (2017) 292(32) 13374 –13380
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Figure 2. Unfolding forces and contour lengths of FimG from constant
force pulling. Scatter plot of force versus contour length with corresponding
histograms (top and right, respectively) of the self-complemented FimG. The
total number of data points are n ⫽ 83 and 69 for oxidized domains and
reduced domains, respectively. Lines in the histograms are Gaussian fits to the
data. The red and blue colors denote the oxidized and reduced states, respectively. Contour lines in the scatter plot were generated using kernel density
estimates.

Influence of disulfide bonds on mechanical stability

Molecular simulations explain FimG results via a shift in
unfolding mechanism

Figure 3. Unfolding forces and contour lengths of titin I91 from constant
force pulling. A, scatter plot of force versus contour length with corresponding histograms (top and right, respectively) of the (I91G32C/A75C)8 polyprotein.
Lines in the histograms are Gaussian fits to the data. The red and blue colors
denote the oxidized and reduced states, respectively. The total number of
data points are n ⫽ 262 and 232 for oxidized domains and reduced domains,
respectively. Contour lines in the scatter plot were generated using kernel
density estimates. B, comparison of unfolding forces for I91G32C/A75C (blue)
and I91 WT (light blue), with n ⫽ 146.

age, there is a subtle decrease (15 pN or 8%) in the mechanical stability of the protein upon disulfide bonding. A value of
15 pN difference between the oxidized and reduced forms
can be considered within the experimental uncertainty of
measured forces.
We also compared the unfolding force between the reduced
I91G32C/A75C form and the WT form. The value we have
obtained for the unfolding force of WT 191 is 208 ⫾ 27 pN,
which is consistent with previous studies (9). In Fig. 3B we show
the comparison of unfolding forces for I91 WT and the reduced
form of the I91G32C/A75C double mutant, which are also within
experimental uncertainty. This is indicative that these mutations have little effect on the overall mechanical stability of
the protein, a non-trivial result considering that mutations
are on average not neutral for the thermodynamic stability
(33). Although the pairwise comparison of I91 mechanical
stability between oxidized/reduced and reduced/WT forms
yields a subtle effect on mechanical stability within the
experimental uncertainty, the comparison between oxidized
I91G32C/A75C and WT I91 forms yields a more significant
decrease on stability of 15%, which is beyond the experimental uncertainty.
Hence, depending on the context in which they appear,
disulfide bonds seem to act differently. Although the mechanical stability in I91 decreases when comparing oxidized
I91G32C/A75C and WT form, for the FimG domain the unfolding
force raises considerably for the oxidized state. Many different
contributions to protein energetics may be required to explain
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To gain more detailed insight on this result we have run
molecular dynamics simulations of the oxidized and reduced
FimG using a coarse-grained, structure-based (i.e. Go ) simulation model (29), used many times before in the context of
atomic force microscopy pulling (28, 30 –32) (see “Experimental procedures” for details). Although coarse-grained models
sacrifice much of the structural detail from atomistic molecular dynamics, recent work has come to support the central
assumption of Go models. As it turns out, folding mechanisms in atomistic simulations are determined by native contacts, which are the only energetically favorable interactions
in Go models. Given the computational efficiency of coarsegrained models we have been able to run 300 simulation
trajectories at constant pulling speed for FimG and the I91
mutant, allowing for good statistical estimates of average
unfolding forces.
We show representative force-extension curves from the
pulling simulations of FimG in Fig. 4A. Unfolding forces were
estimated as the highest value of the force concomitant with the
unfolding transition path, as identified by a decrease in the fraction of native contacts (Q). In line with the experiments, we find
that in the case of the oxidized protein, the unfolding force
increases by ⬃30% (Fig. 4B). Examining the simulations we find
that this effect is due to a change in the unfolding pathway that
the protein follows during unfolding. In the case of the reduced
state unfolding occurs via the rupture of hydrogen bonds
between ␤-strands 1 and 2, whereas in the case of the oxidized
state these are stapled together by a disulfide bond. Necessarily,
unfolding occurs via a higher energy route (i.e. rupture from
the C terminus as opposed to the N terminus, see Fig. 4C). It
is known that altering the unfolding pathway changes the
rupture sequence of hydrogen bonds thus changing the
unfolding force (27).
The small decrease in unfolding force for titin is not captured
by the simulation model
This simple explanation based on the protein topology and
the restrictions imposed by the disulfide bonds does not explain
the somewhat smaller (15 pN or 8%) decrease observed for
unfolding forces of the titin Ig domain. Simulations using the
same coarse-grained model for I91G22C/A75C suggest that
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the context dependence of the effects of disulfides on mechanical stability. In particular, the position where the disulfide is
located within the protein topology seems to be of key importance. In the case of titin Ig domains, disulfides are cryptic and
are located in the middle region of the domain. This is consistent with other titin domains for which the structure has been
solved (34). On the other hand, for FimG the disulfide is found
at the very start of the sequence. This observation is reminiscent of previous findings on the de novo designed protein Top7
(35, 36). For this synthetic protein the disulfide-bonded cysteines positioned early in the sequence result in a 23% increase
in the mechanical stability for the oxidized state (172 pN) relative to the reduced one (140 pN). However, this is a novel observation in a natural protein.

Influence of disulfide bonds on mechanical stability

Figure 4. Coarse-grained simulation results for oxidized and reduced
FimG. A, force (top) and fraction of native contacts (Q, bottom) versus the
protein extension (L) for representative trajectories of the model for the
oxidized and reduced protein (blue and red, respectively). White lines are
running averages of the forces. Filled circles represent the estimated
unfolding force. In the QvsL plots, the lighter shade of color indicates the
unfolding transition path. B, cumulative frequencies of the unfolding
forces. C, representative snapshots from the simulations for the folded
state (left) and the unfolded state reached right after the unfolding
force peak (right) for reduced (top) and oxidized (bottom) FimG models.
In the latter, yellow spheres indicate the position of disulfide bonded
cysteines.

unfolding forces remain largely unchanged upon disulfide
bonding (see Fig. 5), as expected for a structure-based model
where the force-bearing region of the protein (i.e. the “mechanical clamp”) remains uncompromised by the presence of the
disulfide bond.

Discussion
Overall, these results suggest that disulfide bonds in proteins
act in a context-dependent manner rather than simply as
mechanical lockers. When the disulfide bond compromises
the unfolding pathway, transitions will necessarily occur via
higher energy routes (35). This is akin to the effect of disulfide bonds connecting parts of the protein that unfold before
the rate-limiting step, which were found to slow down the
overall unfolding process (37). However, in the absence of
such hard constraint, the effects in the energetics will be
more subtle, depending on both enthalpic and entropic contributions, as happens in the case of thermodynamic stability
(2, 5, 38, 39).
In the case of titin we find that there is a modest reduction of
the mechanical stability of the protein, which may be too subtle
for a simple structure-based simulation model to capture. We
note that atomistic simulations of the I1 domain of titin showed

an increase of the unfolding when a disulfide bond was present
(40), a different trend to that observed here for the I91 domains
of titin. Hence, higher order effects are required to explain the
smaller changes identified for the titin Ig domain. One possibility is that side chain interactions in the core of I91, which have
also been shown to have a role in the protein mechanical stability (41), are contributing in different ways in the oxidized and
reduced forms, although the mutated residues are far from the
A–B and E–F loops. Another contribution will come from the
constrain introduced in the native state vibrational entropy by a
disulfide bond (39), which has been found to affect the subpicosecond to 100-ps dynamics of proteins (38). Another possibility is the presence of mechanical prestress in the disulfidebonded titin (10). Measuring the dihedral angles of the disulfide
bonded cysteines in our model for I91G32C/A75C produced with
the Modeler software, we find that the 1 and ⬘2 angles are
statistically highly unlikely. It has been previously reported that
the spatial configuration of the disulfide bonds of intrachain Ig
domains could exert a tensile stress on the order of 100 pN (42).
The type of disulfide bond could affect in a different manner
the mechanical stability of the protein. The disulfide bond in
FimG involves the A and B ␤-strands in a “staple” configuration, whereas disulfides in the titin I91G32C/A75C are cryptic and of the “hook” type. Indeed for all other titin Ig-like
domains solved experimentally we also find that disulfide
bonds are cryptic and “spiral.” There may exist a correlation
between the disulfide bond configuration, its position in the
sequence, and its importance remodeling the unfolding
pathway.
Future work involving a systematic analysis of alternative
locations of disulfide bonds across the ␤-strands in different
proteins will enable to establish a consistent theory about the
regulation of the mechanical stability induced by disulfide
bonds. Finally, these experiments stress the importance of considering disulfide bonds both computationally and experimenJ. Biol. Chem. (2017) 292(32) 13374 –13380
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Figure 5. Coarse-grained simulation results for oxidized and reduced
titin I91G32C/A75C. A, force/Q versus extension plots for the reduced (blue) and
oxidized (red) forms of the protein. Circles mark the unfolding force. Transition
paths are shown in a lighter shade of each color. B, cumulative histograms of
the simulated unfolding forces for the oxidized (red) and reduced forms
(blue).

Influence of disulfide bonds on mechanical stability
tally when studying the mechanical properties of proteins, as
they regulate the mechanical stability beyond their nature as
simple covalent bonds.

Single-molecule force spectroscopy experiments
smFS experiments were carried out on a commercial Atomic
Force Spectrometer (AFS-1) from Luigs and Neumann. We
used cantilever models MLCT and OBL-10 of silicon nitride
from Bruker. The cantilevers have been calibrated using the
equipartition theorem with a typical spring constant of 0.02 N
m⫺1 for MLCT and 0.006 N m⫺1 for OBL-10. The pulling speed
and amplitude in force-extension mode were 400 nm/s and 400
nm, respectively. The buffer used in the experiment was the
same as for the purification mentioned above. The experiments
were performed by placing 10 –20 l of protein solution at ⬃0.2
mg ml⫺1 onto a gold-covered slide. A custom-written software
in Igor Pro 6.37 (Wavemetrics) was used to collect and analyze
the traces.
Coarse grained, structure-based model
Simulations of the self-complemented FimG and the titin
I91G32C/A75C domain using the Karanicolas and Brooks structure-based (i.e. Go ) model (29) were preformed. In the simulations, the protein geometry is reduced to the C␣ trace and the
solvent degrees of freedom are not considered, resulting in a
great computational efficiency. The potential energy is defined
as the following.

13378 J. Biol. Chem. (2017) 292(32) 13374 –13380

(Eq. 1)

In Equation 1, Vbond and Vangle are native-centric harmonic
terms for bonds and angles, respectively, whereas Vdihedral is
based on statistical preferences for torsion angles in the Protein
Data Bank (29). The non-bonded contribution is favorable for
pairs of residues that are in contact in the reference (i.e. experimental) structure. Two residues i and j are defined to be in
contact when any pair of atoms closer than 5 Å, and their contribution to the energy is,
V ij ⫽ ⑀ ij 关 13 共  ij /r ij 兲 12 ⫺ 18 共  ij /r ij 兲 10 ⫹ 4 共  ij /r ij 兲 6 兴
(Eq. 2)
␣

where ij is the distance between the C of residues i and j in the
reference structure, rij is the same distance but in the instantaneous configuration, and ⑀ij is the strength of the pairwise interaction (29).
Because experimental structures are not available for neither the FimG self-complemented variant nor the titin
I91G32C/A75C we used molecular models produced with the
Modeler (43) software in both cases. In the case of FimG we
used as reference the usher plus pilus tip experimental structure (Protein Data Bank code 4J3O (44)), selecting the relevant
atoms from FimG and those from FimF that complement
FimG, and then adding the linker. For titin, the WT structure
(Protein Data Bank code 1tit) was used as a template and Cys
mutations were introduced.
Molecular simulations
Simulations were run using an modified version of Gromacs
4.0.5 (45). We propagated the dynamics at a constant temperature of 300 K using a Langevin integrator with a time-step of 10
fs, and a friction constant of 0.2 ps⫺1. Pulling experiments were
mimicked using the pull-code from Gromacs, by defining the
pulling groups in the protein ends and pulling in a single dimension at a constant speed of 0.1 nm/ps and with a harmonic force
constant of 20 kJ/mol/nm2. The total number of simulation
runs at constant pulling speed was 50 for the I91 domain and
100 for FimG, both for the reduced and the disulfide bonded
variants. In the latter disulfide bonds were modeled as an additional bond with the same harmonic constant as C␣–C␣ bonds
within the model.
Analysis of the simulations
For each of the simulation trajectories we produced forceextension plots. Additionally, we calculated the fraction of
native contacts Q (28). Force peaks were identified automatically using the find_peaks_cwt algorithm from the signal processing library from SciPy (https://www.scipy.org).7 The
unfolding force was estimated as the maximum force peak
identified in a bracket of the time starting 5 ps before the start of
the transition path and finishing at the end of the transition
path. We define transition paths as the parts of the trajectory
that connect two dividing lines without recrossings (QF and
7
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Experimental procedures
Protein expression and purification
Genes of the (I91G32C/A75C)8 titin segment and FimG protein
were codon-optimized for expression in Escherichia coli
cells (see sequences in supplemental information). Plasmid
pQE80L-(I91G32C/A75C)8 and the I91 wild-type gene were a
kind gift from Julio M. Fernández (Columbia University). FimG
was bought from Life Technologies and designed as a self-complemented variant lacking its N-terminal donor-strand and carrying the sequence of the donor ␤-strand of the protein FimF
connected through a 4-amino acid linker (DNKQ) in the C-terminal end. We have cloned FimG into Qiagen pQE80L vector
and transformed both plasmids onto E. coli BL21 from Merck
Millipore. Bacterial cultures were incubated overnight in LB
medium at 37 °C. To induce protein expression 1 mM isopropyl
1-thio-␤-D-galactopyranoside (IPTG) was added when the
optical density of the culture was higher than 0.6. Bacterial culture was centrifuged at 4,000 ⫻ g during 20 min. After centrifugation, cell pellets were lysed by means of a French pressure
cell press and the His6-tagged proteins were loaded onto His
GraviTrap affinity column (GE Healthcare). We promoted the
oxidation of proteins by adding 0.3– 0.5% H2O2 overnight at
room temperature. Reduction was triggered by adding 1 mM
DTT overnight for FimG and 5 mM DTT for I91G32C/A75C for
1 h at 50 °C. After incubation, the proteins were purified by size
exclusion chromatography using a Superdex 200HR column
(GE Healthcare). The buffer used was 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.2,
150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA at pH 7.0. The purified proteins
were checked with SDS-PAGE.

V ⫽ V bond ⫹ Vangle ⫹ Vdihedral ⫹ Vnon-bonded

Influence of disulfide bonds on mechanical stability
QU). These were set at QF ⫽ 0.9 and QU ⫽ 0.5 for titin I91 and
QF ⫽ 0.8 and QU ⫽ 0.2 for FimG.
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